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My Work
 My dissertation is titled

"Command Lines”
 Focus on the command

line in text art as a site
of narrative meaning.

 Objects of study include
typed interaction
systems: instant
messengers, chatbots,
interactive fiction (IF).

The Question:
Why is IF so frustrating?
 The themes and

stories tend to
explore frustrating
lives and situations

 OR the medium is
inherently difficult to
use

 …or both.
Perhaps the themes
and strengths/limits
of the medium are
complimentary?

Background:
What is IF?
 Historically, the text

adventure computer
game genre, from
Advent, to Infocom,
etc.

 Currently, a thriving
art community with a
greater focus on
experimental short
fiction than games.

 Structurally, an
object oriented
narrative simulation
characterized by a
command line, a
parser, and a
database.

Background: The Variety of IF
Themes and Interfaces
 Zork: A Tolkein fan-

fiction treasure hunt
 Mindwheel: A

dreamscape of
human evolution by
a poet laureate

 Selma’s Will: Written
in a rapid
development
environment, offers
automapping

 City of Secrets:
incorporates
hypertext options,
multimedia

       Zork I
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       Mindwheel        City of Secrets

       Selma’s Will
Background: Douglas Adams
and Frustration Fiction
 HGTTG was the first

IF-ization of a novel
 Douglas Adams was

a formal innovator in
radio, cross-media
friendly, and
specialized in
describing frustrating
situations

 The Infocom house
style of sarcastic
parser messages
and Douglas Adams’
prose style were
complimentary

 As IF, HGTTG was a
demographic shoe-in

The Hitchhiker’s
GuidetotheGalaxy Original IF work followed…
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Bureaucracy Bureaucracy (2)

Recap:
Why is IF so frustrating?
 The themes and

stories tend to
explore frustrating
lives and situations

 OR the medium is
inherently difficult to
use

 …or both.
Perhaps the themes
and strengths/limits
of the medium are
complimentary?

Stereotypical IF Weaknesses
(Strongbad Film Clip)

But the conference theme is
“Architectures of Power”… Architecture (disambiguation)

From wikipedia, “Architecture (disambiguation)”

 "Architecture, in its first and traditional usage,
refers to the art and science of designing
buildings. A wider definition would include
within its scope the design of the total built
environment, from the macrolevel of urban
planning, urban design, and landscape
architecture to the microlevel of furniture and
product design. Architecture also refers to the
product of such a design.”
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Architecture (disambiguation)
From wikipedia, “Architecture (disambiguation)”

 “From this original meaning, the term
architecture has been extended to the design
or act of designing other complex systems and
is usually qualified using a prefix, for example:
computer architecture, software architecture,
information architecture....). In these cases, it
tends to refer to the overall structure of the
system.”

Architecture (disambiguation)
From wikipedia, “Architecture (disambiguation)”

 Common to all contexts is the idea that
architecture embodies a coherent set of
organizational principles and objectives guiding
the design of each aspect of a complex
structure. Generally, a product resulting from
such guided design can also be referred to as
architecture."

Architecture
of Power

Art like a building:
 Work of art as a

(designed) system?

Art like a society:
 Art describes a

social context like a
(designed) system?

Software Architecture
of Power

Software like a building:
 Design is component

based
 Schematic
 Spatial

 Design is based on
(imagined) use

Software like a society:
 Requires literacy

 Language
 Socialization in convention

 Potential speech-acts
based on expectations

 Yet here society is
immutable!

(IF) Software Architecture
of Power

IF like a building:
 Authoring process works

like architecture
 Codebase looks like

architecture
 …in addition:

Text output represents a
metaphorical physical
architecture!
(rooms, walls, doors)

IF like a society:
 Command-line input

works like speech-acts
 Parser response works

like speech acts
 …in addition:

Text output represents a
metaphorical social
architecture!
(identity, interlocutors)

Liberation
through Interactivity

 Like hypertext after it, the text-only
interactive fiction (IF) narratives that
inaugurated the computer game industry
were promoted as libratory.  Command-
line based interaction was billed as an
open-ended alternative to the confines of
the novel.
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…FRUSTRATION
through Interactivity

 Yet the genre of IF is often highly
frustrating to newcomers and seasoned
readers alike, who often experience IF as
a tightly defined system of rigid
constraints: an architecture of power,
within which the reader struggles (often
unsuccessfully) to read.

The Problem is Choice….
 Activity / Interactivity seems highly constrained

in linear media (novels, films), yet feels freeing
(simple engagement  / disengagement)

 Interactive media are “designed” - being
offered choice implies that a finite number of
choices have been pre-selected, freedom is
within the range of pre-possibilities - thus
choice highlights constraint.

An aesthetics of constraint:
Alienated from Agency

 The inescapable architecture of power that is
IF software architecture was recuperated and
rendered aesthetic by later generations of IF
authors in the late 90s

 The experience of the IF reader echos the
progress of the protagonist - a struggle with
constraint towards agency.

An aesthetics of constraint:
Disability

 The incapacity to act
 Rather than being disciplined by the parser…

 Error
 You can’t do that
 I don’t understand

 Readers of these IF narratives interact as
protagonists who are alienated from their
environment, and from their own sense of
agency.

An aesthetics of constraint:
Disability

 Blind (“You fumble, but can’t find….”)
 Crazy (“You try to concentrate, but visions….”)
 Dreaming (“Somehow, that doesn’t work here”)
 Lost, marooned, trapped (“But how?”)
 Displaced (“In this unfamiliar place, you lack.”)
 Drugged (“Under the influence of….”)
 Dead (!!!)

Suspended
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A Mind Forever
Voyaging

An aesthetics of constraint:
Disability

 Adam Cadre
 9:05 (1999) amnesia
 shrapnel (2000) ….

 Andrew Plotkin
 Spider and Web (1998)

interrogation
 Hunter, in Darkness

(1999) injured, lost in
darkness

 Shade (2000) ....
 Andrew D. Pontious

 Rematch (2000) looped

 Jon Ingold
 My Angel (2000) ….
 Fail Safe (2000) ....

 Stephen Granade
 Losing Your Grip (1998)

halucination
 Dan Shiovitz

 Bad Machine (1998)
'malfunction'

 Lucian P. Smith
 The Ediface (1997)

devolution

Conclusion
 During this reading process, the formal and

architectural limits of the genre - and the need
to understand and accommodate those limits -
becomes synonymous with the progress of the
reader-protagonist to some kind of
understanding - of the story, of the software,
and of the total power system of that textual
world.


